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Natural Resources Defense Council’s purpose is to safeguard the earth: 
its people, its plants and animals and the natural systems on which all life 
depends. NRDC uses law, science and the support of members and online 
activists to protect the planet’s wildlife and wild places and to ensure a safe, 
healthy environment for all living things.

The Environmental Defense Fund’s mission is to preserve the natural sys-
tems on which all life depends. Guided by science, EDF designs and trans-
forms markets to bring lasting solutions to the most serious environmental 
problems.

Ocean Conservancy translates environmental threats into sound, practi-
cal policies that protect oceans and improve lives, facilitating cooperation 
between governments, businesses, scientists, policymakers, conservation 
organizations, and citizen advocates.

Defenders of Wildlife is one of the country’s leaders in science-based, 
results-oriented wildlife conservation, and champion of the Endangered 
Species Act. It is dedicated to the protection of all native animals and plants 
in their natural communities.

The Nature Conservancy is the leading conservation organization working 
around the world to protect ecologically important lands and waters for 
nature and people. 

National Audubon Society conserves and restores natural ecosystems, fo-
cusing on birds, other wildlife, and their habitats for the benefi t of humanity 
and the earth’s biological diversity. 

PArTNErS

The American Climate and Environmental Values Survey assesses contemporary climate
and environmental values and motivations to provide information and insights to ad-
vocates who want to increase the effectiveness of their efforts. It is an ecoAmerica 
project in collaboration with Strategic Business Insights (SBI), and sponsored by NRDC,  
EDF, The Nature Conservancy, Ocean Conservancy, Defenders of Wildlife, The National 
Audubon Society, and individual donors.

ecoAmerica would like to thank the following partners for their support of and par-
ticipation in the ACEVS:

ACEVS rESEArCH METHoDology

The American Climate and Environmental Values Survey was co-created by ecoAmerica 
and Strategic Business Insights (SBI).  Knowledge Networks fi elded the survey.  

Sample Population:   The target population consists of non-institutionalized adults age 18 and over residing in the 
United States.   To sample the population, Knowledge Networks recruited individuals from its KnowledgePanel,  a 
probability-based random selection protocol designed to accurately represent all US adults.   The survey included 
an oversampling of individuals between the ages of 18 and 30 with annual household incomes of $35,000 or 
more.

Survey Completion and Sample Sizes:  The sample included 1,889 respondents.  A total of 1,260 completed the 
survey, for a 67% completion rate.  Of those, 1,221 or 97% were eligible respondents.  
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September 2011

Greetings,

A viable solution to climate change needs to address both the technical and social as-
pects of the challenge.  It must be effective and implementable.   Key to addressing these 
interdependent challenges is the understanding that Americans care about our natural 
world – nature, pollution, droughts, floods and volatile weather – just as they always have.  
They know that we depend on natural systems to nourish us in many essential ways.  

As universities, NGOs and foundations shift emphasis toward gaining public support for 
climate solutions, it’s time for a second coming of the climate movement.  Beyond the 
urgency of climate change itself, we have two major challenges as we work to rebalance 
and authentically engage Americans in our cause.

First, we don’t have a viable technical solution to offer.  The ‘old’ solution of Cap and 
Trade is now toxic.  What should take its place?  A carbon tax?  Incentives for renew-
ables?  Wait a few years and see what happens?   We need a socially acceptable technical 
solution.   Until we have that, our work to engage Americans on climate will be helpful, 
but ultimately unfulfilling.

Our second challenge is that we can only move as far and as fast as politics will let us.  
How do we quickly build adequate public support for climate solutions?   There are a 
lot of conflicting theories and a steep learning curve to climb.   Do we continue to lead 
with science, attack the deniers, or talk about green jobs?   Do we talk about adaptation 
and mitigation or preparedness and the weather?

This summary report from the American Climate and Environmental Values Survey can 
help advocates of climate solutions move forward on requisite social solutions.   It’s one 
part of the puzzle.  ecoAmerica uses insights and information from the ACEVS database 
to refine targeting and framing and build specific programs that engage Americans.  We 
look forward to sharing with you as we all work toward a safer, more satisfying future.

Bob Perkowitz
ecoAmerica

This American Climate and Environmental Values Survey (ACEVS) report is itself a 
summary.  It contains information and highlights from the ACEVS database arranged 
in demographic and psychographic sections, along with additional supporting material.  
Additional findings by theme, and supporting data for behaviors, influencers and other 
findings are to be found on ecoAmerica.org.    Summarizing the summary report:

Summary ACEVS Demographic Findings:
1.  Agreement is fairly strong among Americans about traditional environmental con-

cerns related to nature, pollution and health.  This consensus declines when causes, 
competing priorities, or specific solutions are introduced. 

2. By far, the biggest predictor of how Americans feel about eco-climate issues is 
their political affiliation.  “Strong Republicans” are especially weak on concerns and 
strong on opposition to solutions. 

3. College graduates vacillate on concern and support for eco-climate issues.  They 
are bracketed by post-graduate educated Americans (who are most concerned), and 
Americans with no more than a high school education (who are less concerned). 

4. Income correlates with education on eco-climate concerns.  Gender and age each 
provide moderate spectrums of differences on climate and environmental issues. 

Summary ACEVS Psychographic Findings:
1. Two types of environmental morality offer opportunity:  altruistic morality, and 

“mirror,” which connects the fate of flora, fauna and ecosystems with that of people.
2. Make climate solutions masculine to garner more support.  Many Americans don’t 

believe climate solutions are aggressive enough to address our energy needs.  
3. Not ready to abandon the American Dream. The dour economy has not dampened 

desires for a prosperous future, but it has sapped support for environmentalism. 
4. Significant support exists among “green” Americans for nuclear power.  Many peo-

ple such as farmers and factory workers are more concerned about the dangers of 
nuclear power than steadfast environmentalists, many of whom actually embrace it.

5. Weather and climate connections are emerging unevenly.  Everyone is aware of 
volatile weather, but many are unconcerned and most fairly unwilling to address it.

6. A call for common sense.   In a world that isn’t making much sense, environmental-
ists say and do things that confuse and alienate many mainstream Americans.

7. Growing fatalism and economic woes impact “green” motivations and actions.   
Even the “greenest” Americans are distracted by economic issues and not sure eco-
climate issues can be solved.

8. Resentment and excuses about eco-climate issues are growing.  They are likely 
growing about many other unsolved chronic issues, too.   

9. Conflicting loyalties, dissonance, and confusion are strong factors in the mix.  We 
are becoming less confident, less trusting, and ever more divisive about eco-climate 
issues.

ExECuTIVE SuMMAry
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The current acrimonious public battles over climate change and the mandate of the 
Environmental Protection Agency belie the fact that there is fairly strong understanding 
and agreement among Americans about traditional environmental concerns related to 
nature, pollution, and health.  

Top consensus findings from the ACEVS are filled with themes relating to affinity with 
nature and the need to protect it.   Some 85% of Americans say they like activities 
that bring them closer to nature.   Preservation of wildlife is particularly valued, even if 
humans don’t directly benefit.   These traditional conservation values can provide the 
foundation for support of other “eco-climate” (environmental and climate) issues.   They 
are based more on a sense of morality (e.g. “the right thing to do,” or  “even if humans 
don’t benefit”) rather than on jobs, the economy or other personal or social benefits.  

Traditional pollution and themes relating to what people personally experience (e.g., 
quality of drinking water) resonate and tend to stimulate more of a “must do” response, 
particularly when connected to personal health, the threat of an unpleasant future, or a 
need to change one’s lifestyle to adapt.

Americans agree that climate change is happening (84%), that seasonal weather patterns 
are changing (80%), and that they are harmful (69%).  

Americans also share negative perspectives on Big Oil and Coal, particularly regard-
ing themes of fairness (tax breaks, financial incentives, pollution, and trust-worthiness).   
Many Americans believe polluters should pay taxes on their pollution (66%).   

Consensus declines when causes, competing priorities, and specific solutions are in-
troduced.  Any complication of issues may cause confusion, and relying on government 
solutions creates trade-offs that concern Americans.   For instance, the negative perspec-
tives of Americans on Big Oil and Coal are at (89%) when asked if polluters should pay.  
Consensus falls to below a majority (49%), however, when Americans are asked about 
shutting down factories in support of pollution standards.
  
Consensus behaviors that favor environment and climate are mild but show promising 
mainstream adoption, and include recycling (79%), replacing incandescent light bulbs  
(78%), and using reusable shopping bags (71%). 

These consensus findings provide pathways and insights to further engage Americans in 
environmental protection and climate solutions.

CoNSENSuS FINDINgS

CONSENSUS FINDINGS - Net Agree Total

We should clean up the environment because it’s just the right thing to do 93%
When I see trash in places like the beach or the woods, I want to pick it up immediately 87%
I am concerned about the health of our oceans 85%
Preserving places for animals to live has its own virtues even if humans don’t benefit 85%
I like to have activities in my life that bring me close to nature 85%

Nature has lots of solutions to our current problems, like more trees to make shade and more wetlands to stop flooding 84%

Climate change is happening 84%
Personal health is the best reason to reduce pollution 83%
Wild animals need more places to live in the way they always have 83%
We can achieve environmental protection and economic growth at the same time 82%
How essential to do something about increase in water shortages 82%
Oil companies have too much power in America today 81%
I love going to the ocean 81%
Animals have a moral right to be protected 81%
I’ve noticed changes in the seasonal weather patterns where I live 80%
If we don’t do something our oceans will be in worse shape five years from now than they are today 80%
The extinction of plants and animals threaten human life 80%
How essential to do something about garbage and grime in the environment 80%
I make a strong effort to recycle everything I can 79%
It’s not fair that oil and coal companies get big tax breaks 79%
A human-caused disaster (oil spills or nuclear leaks) is a call to action to change the way we live 78%
When plant species go extinct, we could be losing drugs that could cure things like cancer or heart diseases 78%
It will not matter to children if all the lions and bears have to live in zoos 78%
Our children’s lives will be worse off because of our generation’s wasteful habits 78%
How essential to do something about loss of plants species that could lead to medicines 78%
The weather is getting more unpredictable 77%
Becoming less dependent on foreign oil would help the US avoid war 77%
I feel better knowing that people are protecting land from development forever 76%
How essential to do something about worsening health of oceans 76%
How essential to do something about loss of wildlife habitats 76%
America needs to lead the world in solving environmental problems 75%
I would support an organization dedicated to protecting our oceans 75%

Oil spills are a necessary evil to keep our economy going 21%
It makes me sad that some people care more about video games and music than wildlife 21%
I’m afraid that government actions to stop climate change will result in the loss of my job 21%
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The ACEVS asked about party affiliation (Democrat versus Republican) and political 
philosophy (liberal versus conservative), with intensity scales as well as prior voting ten-
dences, and specific candidate selection in the last national election.  

Politics produce polar differences in perspectives on climate and environmental issues 
that dramatically dwarf differences in age, income, education, race, gender or other 
demographic factors.  For instance, only 24% of “strong” Republicans favor protecting 
the environment at the expense of the economy, while 63% of “strong” Democrats favor 
the environment.  

Democrats are closely aligned on climate and environmental issues.  Respondents who 
self-identify as Republicans are not.   Republicans in general are much less likely to be-
lieve we have, need to solve, or can solve environmental problems.   Americans who 
call themselves “strong” Republicans or say they “support the ideas of the Tea Party” are 
radically more doubtful and less concerned about environmental issues, particularly in 
regards to climate change.  

Republican beliefs are consistent with the infamous “climate memo” (skeptical of or 
denying climate change, suspecting a conspiracy) and Tea Party values (opposed to gov-
ernment, regulations and taxes).   They are much more influenced by Fox News, conser-
vative leaders, “what the founding fathers would have said”, and religious leaders.   They 
are more likely to claim that climate change is an opinion, to deny that weather patterns 
are changing, and to be skeptical about opportunities for a green economy.   At the same 
time, Republicans resonate with a conservationist identity (79%), protection of nature, 
and a sense of moral responsibility toward nature.

Democrats align more clearly with environmental and climate values and believe we 
“can do” and “must do” something about related issues.   They are much more influ-
enced by environmental organizations, scientists, CNN or NBC, and changes in weather.  

While ACEVS consensus findings identify unifying themes among Americans, political 
findings show deep divisions on eco-climate issues.  Taken together, consensus findings 
provide pathways to success, political findings – strong guardrails of which to be mindful.

Nowhere in ACEVS 
will you find a 30 
point difference in 

sentiment, however 
between political 

party affiliation on 
climate, this span 

is common

PolITICS

REPUBLICANS AND DEMOCRATS - Net Agree
Strong 

Reps
All 

Reps
All 

Dems
Strong 
Dems

Point 
Diff 

Rep and 
Dem

Point 
Diff 

Strongs

I support the ideas of the Tea Party 78% 59% 18% 15% 41 63

Environmental regulations infringe too much on individual property rights 68% 54% 27% 23% 27 45

The potential consequences of climate change are so serious that we ought to do 
something even if we are not sure it’s happening 26% 40% 69% 70% 29 44

If we do nothing to stop climate change we are failing our children 33% 50% 76% 76% 26 43

If we don’t do something about climate change now, we could end up having our 
farmlands turn to desert 28% 42% 70% 71% 28 43

We need to stop climate change even if it means raising taxes 18% 22% 52% 60% 30 42

The existence of climate change is an opinion, not a fact 62% 46% 22% 21% 24 41

The government needs to create a department dedicated to solving climate change 
as they did with homeland defense to combat terrorism 26% 34% 63% 67% 29 41

Climate change is not a problem 56% 40% 15% 16% 25 40

Protecting the environment should be given top priority even at the risk of curbing 
economic growth 24% 37% 62% 64% 25 40

Given the choice, I would rather be considered a conservationist instead of an envi-
ronmentalist 79% 70% 47% 41% 23 38

Climate change is caused by natural conditions, not people 74% 62% 36% 36% 26 38

The Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) has too much power in America today 61% 49% 26% 23% 23 38

Climate change is harmful to people 45% 54% 79% 83% 25 38

Nothing can solve climate change 56% 44% 22% 19% 22 37

I support pollution standards even if it means shutting down factories 30% 36% 60% 67% 24 37

Green-collar jobs (environmentally friendly construction jobs) will boost the economy 44% 58% 78% 81% 21 37

Fixing climate change should not be the responsibility of the US government 68% 57% 35% 32% 22 36

Weather conditions (such as heat waves and droughts) are made worse by climate 
change 43% 57% 79% 79% 22 36

Changes in seasonal weather patterns disturb me 33% 46% 70% 68% 24 35

Promoting a green economy with new environmental technology could be the ‘gold 
rush’ of the 21st century 49% 60% 77% 83% 17 34

A human-caused disaster (oil spills or nuclear leaks) is a call to action to change the 
way we live 57% 67% 87% 90% 19 33
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The second most significant factor in Americans’ beliefs and concerns about eco-cli-
mate issues is education.   Whereas politics typically produces 40-point gaps, education 
extremes (high school or less vs. postgraduate work) produce 20-point gaps.  

Americans who have started or completed postgraduate studies are the most “on 
board,” “must do” and “can do” about all environment and climate issues.  They are 
slightly less concerned than average on animal themes.  They trend progressive and 
Democrat, have the highest levels of employment and income, and are most influenced 
by environmental groups, personal experience and scientists.  

College graduates skew toward skeptical/denial on climate, are not supportive of gov-
ernment solutions, and resist most kinds of sacrifice for environmental gains.  In the 
ACEVS they lean conservative, are most often male and middle-aged.   They are the least 
likely education level to be influenced by environmental organizations. 

High school graduates or less-educated Americans provide mixed signals on issues.  
They are more than twice as likely than more educated Americans to state they have 
“no idea” on eco-climate items.  At the same time, they are more concerned about 
nuclear power and environmental disasters/oil spills than average, and believe that en-
vironmental spending can only be justified when faced with imminent disaster – which 
could provide a pathway for support on climate solutions. 

EDUCATION - Index to Total Net Agree Total

More 
than 
Coll

Coll 
Grad

HS or 
Less

Solving climate change problems now will cost less money than if we wait 
until later 64% 122 100 91

Nuclear energy scares me 59% 92 88 107

How essential to do something about increase in carbon dioxide 56% 132 107 88

How essential to do something about restricted outdoor, recreational areas 52% 131 106 88

I worry a lot about myself or a family member becoming a victim of an 
environmental disaster (toxic leaks or food contamination) 51% 76 86 112

I support pollution standards even if it means shutting down factories 49% 124 100 96

We need to stop climate change even if it means raising taxes 39% 136 108 90

Environmental regulations infringe too much on individual property rights 39% 56 108 108

The existence of climate change is an opinion, not a fact 33% 55 127 100

There is no way to use less oil and keep our standard of living              33% 52 109 109

Environmental spending can only be justified when our nation is facing an 
immediate disaster 28% 46 93 125

It is God’s will that we use up whatever resources nature provides 24% 38 104 129

I’m afraid that government actions to stop climate change will result in the 
loss of my job 21% 24 129 110

A college degree 
no longer signifies 

being on board with 
environmental  or  
climate solutions

EDuCATIoN INCoME

Differences in income correlate roughly with education levels, but the ACEVS found 
notable divergence on eco-climate issues when topics such as government, taxes, and 
personal pocketbooks were introduced.

Higher-income Americans (above $100K) are more concerned about eco-climate 
issues and are supportive of solutions.   They support taxation to address pollution 
and climate and are twice as likely as all other groups to contribute money to an envi-
ronmental organization.   Those at the highest income levels are more willing to make 
personal sacrifices to address eco-climate needs, but are least likely to think climate 
change will impact them. 
 
Middle-income Americans ($40K - $100K) are also in the middle with regard to eco-cli-
mate concerns.   They are just as likely to be Republican as Democrat, least likely to trust 
anyone on climate, and the most averse to sacrifice as part of the eco-climate solution.

lower-income Americans ($40K or less) are more concerned about some environmen-
tal issues than their higher-income fellow citizens.  They express more concern about 
nuclear energy, changes in weather, chemicals in the environment, being a victim of an 
environmental disaster, and losing their job as a result of government actions to stop 
climate change.   They have a higher propensity to believe in God’s will and are the least 
likely group to engage in environmentally friendly behaviors.   Nonetheless, they show a 
higher than average willingness to accept a lower standard of living to conserve energy.

INCOME - Index to Total Net Agree Total

Less 
than 

$10K

$10K 
to 

$40K

$40K 
to 

$100K

$100K 
to 

$200K

More 
than 

$200K

We tax vices like alcohol and cigarettes, so we should tax pollution 68% 84 92 103 99 129

Changes in seasonal weather patterns disturb me 62% 123 97 90 90 111
I would be willing to accept a lower standard of living to conserve 
energy 60% 118 103 91 80 112

Nuclear energy scares me 59% 119 106 101 90 78
We will never get the technology of the future (for example, new 
ways to generate energy) if all the tax breaks go to technologies 
of the past 57% 95 98 108 125 74

I do not feel safe because of all the chemicals in the environment 53% 125 114 96 89 60
I worry a lot about myself or a family member becoming a victim 
of an environmental disaster (toxic leaks or food contamination) 50% 100 118 101 84 82

If the military is worried about climate change, then so am I 46% 133 102 90 83 98

We need to stop climate change even if it means raising taxes 41% 95 94 88 100 149

There is no way to use less oil and keep our standard of living              33% 109 123 100 76 79

It is God’s will that we use up whatever resources nature provides 26% 162 117 92 58 69
I’m afraid that government actions to stop climate change will 
result in the loss of my job 21% 148 112 98 90 57
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As with education,  the most significant differences between age groups are at the ex-
tremes - the young people and old people vs. everyone else in the middle.  

Overall, younger Americans exhibit fewer traditional environmental values than other 
age groups.  They use social media and visit Web sites to find environmentally-friendly 
activities but they do not necessarily engage in those activities (with the most “excuses”).   

Americans aged 25 to 55 represent the average on eco-climate topics, similar to ACEVS 
middle income and education levels.   They have higher-than-average climate skepticism, 
resist sacrifice for eco-climate solutions, and tend to embrace Tea Party sentiments.  
However, they tend to support and show affinity for nature and a green economy. 

Older Americans (55 to 64) showed the highest environmental affinity, including both 
political support and other solution-friendly behaviors.   Furthermore, this group is the  
most likely to be influenced by, and contribute money to, environmental organizations.   

The oldest Americans (65 and older) exhibited more climate skepticism, expressed 
more concern about personal financial issues related to eco-climate solutions, and were 
more likely to give environmental issues low priority.   They are more influenced than 
average by big business, the military, Fox News, and conservative leaders.

AGE - Index to Total Net Agree Total
18 to 

24
25 to 

34
35 to 

54
55 to 

64
65 and 

older

Nuclear energy is an important source of energy for America 66% 86 98 98 102 115

How essential to do something about loss of bird species 65% 82 90 108 118 102

When I learn about natural disasters (tsunamis, earthquakes), 
I feel people like me should do something about it 61% 103 116 98 101 83

I pay close attention to where my food comes from (type of 
farm etc.) 59% 87 82 94 121 116

If we don’t do something about climate change now, we could 
end up having our farmlands turn to desert 56% 87 103 100 116 94

Climate change is caused by natural conditions, not people 46% 89 100 110 82 119

There is no way to use less oil and keep our standard of living              34% 120 102 94 82 102

Most environmental disasters are just bad luck 31% 108 127 99 70 96

It makes me sad that some people care more about video 
games and music than wildlife 21% 140 93 79 84 103

Oil spills are a necessary evil to keep our economy going 21% 102 155 87 63 92

AgE

There are notable differences between men and women on eco-climate issues.  

Women are more concerned across a span of issues, and are more likely to notice 
changes in weather, feel more responsibile about making changes to support environ-
mental or climate solutions, and express a higher affinity for animals.  

Men, on the other hand, are resistant to sacrifices in support of eco-climate solutions, 
feel these solutions cost them personally (and are resentful about this), make more 
related excuses, and regard nuclear energy as important source of power for America.   

While financial contributions to environmental organizations tend to be of low priority 
for both men and women, women are 33% more likely to contribute. 

Men are more likely to say they do not trust and are not influenced by anyone in par-
ticular on climate issues, while women are more likely to say they are influenced by cer-
tain others.  Women are more influenced by religious leaders, scientists, CNN/NBC, 
environmental organizations, their own children, and conservative leaders.

GENDER - Index to Total Net Agree Total Male Female

A human-caused disaster (oil spills or nuclear leaks) is a call to action to 
change the way we live 78% 91 108

Nuclear energy is an important source of energy for America 66% 112 88

I would hate to eat like most vegetarians do 64% 114 89

Nuclear energy scares me 59% 86 115

I pay close attention to where my food comes from (type of farm etc.) 58% 90 112

I do not feel safe because of all the chemicals in the environment 53% 91 109

I worry a lot about myself or a family member becoming a victim of an 
environmental disaster (toxic leaks or food contamination) 51% 86 114

Environmental protection is costing me, personally 40% 113 85

Most environmental disasters are just bad luck 31% 116 84

gENDEr
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The ACEVS was focused on climate more than any other environmental issue.   We asked 26 specific questions 
about climate, and many others related to climate change (e.g. disaster).   There are only three climate items that 
we would consider consensus findings.   Of the respondents, 84% say climate change is happening, only 21% are 
concerned it will result in the loss of their jobs, and only 7% have signed a petition to help fight it.  

In terms of recognizing the reality of climate change and its impacts, 84% of Americans say it is happening, yet 
only 67% say it is a fact.   In addition, 73% say it will impact them in their lifetimes, 69% say it makes weather 
conditions worse, and 67% say it is harmful to people.   On the manmade vs. natural causes of climate change, 
like other major surveys, ACEVS respondents are divided, with 53% saying people, and 47% saying nature.

CLIMATE - Index to Total Total

Climate change is happening 84%

Weather conditions (such as heat waves and droughts) are made worse by climate change 69%

Climate change is harmful to people 67%

We should do something about climate change even if what we do isn’t perfect 66%

Solving climate change problems now will cost less money than if we wait until later 64%

If we do nothing to stop climate change we are failing our children 64%

Carbon dioxide is a pollutant                                                60%

An effort to stop climate change now is like buying insurance against a disaster that could come later 59%

If we don’t do something about climate change now, we could end up having our farmlands turn to desert 57%

How essential to do something about increase in carbon dioxide 56%

The potential consequences of climate change are so serious that we ought to do something even if we are not sure it’s happening 55%

Poor people will be more affected by climate change than rich people 54%

The government needs to create a department dedicated to solving climate change as they did with homeland defense to combat terrorism 50%

Climate change is caused by natural conditions, not people 47%

Our country is in more danger from environmental hazards (such as air pollution and climate change) than it is from terrorists 45%

If the military is worried about climate change, then so am I 45%

Fixing climate change should not be the responsibility of the US government 44%

New technology can solve climate change without people having to make big changes in their lives 43%

We need to stop climate change even if it means raising taxes 39%

The existence of climate change is an opinion, not a fact 33%

Nothing can solve climate change 32%

Climate change is not a problem 27%

Climate change will not affect me in my lifetime 27%

I’m afraid that government actions to stop climate change will result in the loss of my job 21%

Signed a petition to help fight climate change 7%

ClIMATE AND WEATHEr

Strong 
Rep

Not 

Strong 

Rep

Leans 
Rep

Leans 
Dem

Not 

Strong 

Dem

Strong 
Dem Male

Fe-
male

HS 
or 

Less

Col-
lege 

Grad

More 
than 
Coll

Less 
than 
$10k

$10k 
to 

$40k

$40k 
to 

$100k

$100k 
to 

$200k

$200k 
or 

More
18 to 

24
25 to 

34
35 to 

54
55 to 

64
65 or 
Older

81 100 93 100 114 108 98 101 100 96 104 101 99 96 107 93 95 100 102 94 99

62 94 90 113 116 114 97 103 97 97 113 101 105 95 101 103 100 104 96 97 103

67 94 81 106 122 124 103 99 99 90 115 110 104 96 104 90 104 109 97 104 90

68 100 76 112 127 115 98 102 98 95 117 115 99 100 98 111 88 106 98 105 105

69 108 80 116 116 113 98 103 95 100 122 98 96 102 105 119 94 113 95 100 105

52 103 81 113 127 119 94 106 97 100 113 97 102 100 98 113 95 109 97 103 100

83 90 67 115 120 117 97 103 102 80 112 113 99 98 102 98 95 110 92 103 108

71 119 78 108 110 115 100 100 97 102 110 92 100 102 100 93 97 112 95 103 95

49 88 82 118 126 125 96 102 100 93 107 130 100 99 96 93 86 102 98 114 93

68 105 89 91 120 123 98 102 91 107 132 80 92 105 105 98 95 96 104 104 95

47 96 76 115 135 127 96 104 100 107 100 122 108 100 87 111 102 107 102 95 96

80 83 87 119 107 117 102 100 102 98 109 126 101 103 89 113 89 113 102 104 94

52 88 64 128 118 134 96 104 102 93 88 128 113 97 82 84 106 108 92 110 96

157 130 111 81 72 77 109 94 104 100 77 100 102 103 96 68 87 98 109 81 117

53 82 73 124 129 127 100 100 100 106 107 109 109 98 98 78 93 109 98 113 93

62 96 80 107 109 136 91 104 104 100 93 136 104 92 84 100 100 96 93 91 120

155 125 107 91 75 73 109 91 102 80 91 86 105 100 100 98 89 93 100 95 125

84 119 88 105 100 114 109 91 95 105 91 112 91 105 98 81 102 121 93 91 98

46 69 54 128 121 154 100 100 90 119 136 100 99 92 105 156 97 115 95 110 87

188 127 106 76 64 64 106 97 106 108 55 94 103 100 103 79 94 94 109 85 115

175 125 113 75 69 59 100 100 106 127 59 128 91 102 97 100 100 106 97 88 103

207 107 133 74 37 59 115 89 104 100 67 63 89 111 100 100 104 104 104 85 96

170 126 107 81 85 59 107 96 100 119 85 100 89 102 107 122 104 96 96 81 133

138 105 105 81 110 90 124 86 114 126 24 148 112 98 90 57 114 124 105 67 100

57 0 57 129 129 171 86 100 0 129 143 57 79 100 129 43 143 57 86 100 129

What should we do about it?  Support for action correlates roughly to belief in harm – a majority, but not a 
strong majority support action.   Government action is not a priority for most Americans, and only 39% think 
we should raise taxes to stop climate change.  There is less support (56% vs. 66%) for action on carbon dioxide 
than there is on climate change generally.  

80% of Americans have noticed changes in seasonal weather* patterns, 77% say that weather is getting more un-
predictable, and 69% say that weather conditions are made more extreme by climate change.   A smaller number, 
60%, say it influences them and 58% say it disturbs them, and only 47% think it’s essential to do something about 
unpredictable changes in weather.
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Self-reported responses to individual questions provide interesting insights, but they do 
not provide an understanding of the fundamental “underlying” motivations that drive 
people’s behavior.   To diagnose challenges facing the green movement, identify cur-
rent environmental-issue positions, and understand where climate concerns live in the 
people’s lives, we used Strategic Business Insights’  VALS™ in the 2011 American Climate 
and Environmental Values Survey. VALS was previously employed into our 2006 and 
2008 surveys, and uses psychometric measures to identify eight US consumer groups 
derived from core personality traits that explain and predict values, preferences, and be-
haviors.  We use these VALS-based findings to target specific audiences and frame issues 
in order to engage people in eco-climate solutions.   

American Climate and Environmental Values Survey (2011)
People’s basic psychology typically does not change much past mature adulthood, so 
VALS provides a stable method to understand Americans over time even though the 
world around them is in a state of flux.  Economic conditions, weather patterns, climate 
norms, and the political arena have changed dramatically over the past three years.  
These profound changes have forced Americans to deal with a new context and jarring 
new challenges, which is reflected in the findings of the 2011 American Climate and  
Environmental Values Survey.   A VALS analysis of the survey results provides us with a 
diagnostic tool as well as a validated method to evaluate and suggest possible remedies 
for environmental organizations to move forward.

Key Findings of The American Climate and Environmental Values Survey (2011):

1.  Two types of environmental morality offer opportunity to engage Americans.

2. Make climate solutions masculine to garner more support.

3.  We’re not ready to abandon the American Dream.

4.  Significant support exists among “green” Americans for nuclear power.

5.  Weather and climate connections are emerging, but unevenly.

6. Americans are calling for common sense.

7. Growing fatalism and economic woes impact green motivations and actions.

8.  Resentment and excuses about eco-climate issues are growing.

9. Conflicting loyalties, dissonance and confusion are strong factors in the mix.

While these findings are not universal for all Americans, they provide fertile pathways 
for engaging various groups of Americans in climate solutions.   These groups are broken 
into VALS segments and are described here in lay terms for brevity and clarity.   The ac-
tual findings are drawn from factor analysis of ACEVS data, which associates VALS types 
with patterns of answers on different questions.   In this 2011 ACEVS summary report, 
we highlight the important themes as described on the pages that follow.

PSyCHogrAPHIC FINDINgS

The findings of ecoAmerica’s 2006 American Environmental Values Survey and 2008 
American Climate Values Survey remain valid and useful.   Key findings of both are listed 
below.   Summary reports detailing these findings are available at ecoAmerica.org. 

Key Findings of The American Environmental Values Survey (2006):

1. Americans’ environmental concerns are divergent and polarized.

2. Libertarian values are ascending over communal values.

3. Issue complexity has paralyzed many Americans.

4. Men and women have some very different environmental concerns.

5. Environmentalism is hampered by anti-science attitudes.

6. Indifference is a major factor among some groups of Americans.

7. Competing priorities affect all groups of Americans.

8. Americans place environmental issues into three major groupings.

9. The pocketbook is the most powerful leverage point for changing personal behavior.

10. Environmental responsibility is getting more personal.

11. Environmentalism and environmentalists have an image problem.

Key Findings of The American Climate Values Survey (2008):

1.  A minority of Americans are “onboard” and want climate action.

2. People who are “strongly onboard” believe we “must do” something and are open 

to a wide range of aggressive action.

3.  There are three best messaging themes on global warming.

4.  A new “conservation lifestyle” is emerging among some Americans.

5.  Some non-traditional environmentalists are climate activists.

6.  Almost all Americans are skeptical about our ability to solve the climate crisis.

7.  The “bad weather theme” works with well with some and is underexploited.

8.  Most Americans adapt a “who knows/who cares?” attitude regarding climate.

9. “Intellectual deniers” undermine concern and action among educated, affluent 

Americans.

10.  “Cultural deniers” undermine concern and action among mainstream Americans.

11.  Concern about climate is perceived as “tender, not tough.”
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1.   TWo TyPES oF ENVIroNMENTAl MorAlITy oFFEr oPPorTuNITy
Five years ago, Al Gore awakened many of us to global warming and we took up his 
mantle of convincing people that the phenomenon was a real and profound threat.  
Then, as we worked to motivate society to solve the problem, we focused on the prag-
matic benefits of primarily national security, energy security, domestic jobs and health.  
However, in the battlefield for public support, we were unable to overcome the mo-
mentum and force of legacy interests that benefit from carbon pollution and America’s 
current economic stratification.  Hence, we lost.

Two types of morality show promise from the ACEVS findings, each with a unique psy-
chographic appeal.  

Altruistic morality lumps together healthy flora, fauna and ecosystems in an idealized 
bubble in which correcting violations of nature is called for (e.g. “the right thing to do”).  
This theme appeals to higher-resourced Americans, those with greater wealth, health, 
and education, and fails to appeal to the “rest of Americans,” for whom the theme does 
not draw a necessary connection to self-interest, including access to jobs.

Whereas altruistic morality appeals to Americans who see value in ecological protection 
for its own sake, mirror morality – the second type of moral concern – appeals to ac-
tion-oriented Americans, particularly those who live close to the land and their local 
economies.   Mirror morality extends these individuals’ own perceived vulnerability to 
being harmed by an ecological or natural disaster to animals, viewing animals harmed by 
a disaster, such as an oil spill, as a call to action.   Mirror morality serves as a point of en-
gagement for traditionally less environmentally concerned, culturally “tough” Americans.

In a world perceived by many as reeling out of control, Americans universally agree that 
the nation is not heading in the right direction.  They typically displace blame on the 
“other” political party and seek shelter in partisanship, but all generally think “the system” 
is broken.   At a fundamental level, they view government and the economy as corrupt.   
Populism on the left and the right seems manipulated by elites who promise big and 
deliver small.   So,  America is not doing what’s good.   As right-wing Republicans and 
the Tea Party are increasingly seen as failing to deliver for conservatives and Obama is 
seen as failing to deliver for progressives, we the people are seeking refuge in a return 
to morality and common sense. 

Both morality themes presented in this report are motivating; however, altruistic morali-
ty comes from a positive motivation, and mirror morality stems from fear.   Some ACEVS 
examples of these two types of morality are shown in the tables on the next page.

ALTRUISTIC MORALITY - Net and Strong Agree
Net 

Agree
Strong 
Agree

We should clean up the environment because it’s just the right thing to do 93% 62%

I feel better knowing that people are protecting land from development forever 76% 67%

Wild animals need more places to live in the way they always have 83% 51%

Preserving places for animals to live has its own virtues even if humans don’t benefit 85% 49%

Animals have a moral right to be protected 81% 49%

If we don’t do something our oceans will be in worse shape five years from now 
than they are today 78% 44%

Threats to coral reefs are too serious to ignore 69% 39%

MIRROR MORALITY - Net and Strong Agree
Net 

Agree
Strong 
Agree

The extinction of plants and animals threaten human life 85% 52%

Seeing hurt animals (birds covered in oil; dolphins caught in nets) is enough to get 
me to do something about it.

72% 30%

How essential to do something about loss of plants species that could lead to medi-
cines

n/a 78%

I worry a lot about myself or a family member becoming a victim of an environmen-
tal disaster (toxic leaks or food contamination)

51% 20%

2.   MAKE ClIMATE SoluTIoNS MASCulINE To gArNEr MorE SuPPorT
Passive energy sources may be the solution for the planet, but many Americans want ac-
tion.   The majority of positive attitudes on the environment and current climate change 
solutions, such as wind and solar energy, are viewed as feminine.  Feminine issues are 
passive, and passive issues do not require immediate attention.  Themes of sacrifice and 
must do – also perceived as feminine – are not bold solutions to climate change.

The majority of anti-green attitudes are viewed as masculine.  Problems perceived as 
masculine – tough problems – require immediate, bold action.   Americans with mascu-
line, anti-green attitudes, such as resentment and excuses, want big solutions.   They need 
to know that whatever America invests in and builds will work.   They want bold solu-
tions at scale, that are visibly active, and yield significant, visible progress.   They are not 
attracted to solutions that cut off energy supply when days are cloudy or windless.   To 
engage more Americans, the climate “brand” must be repositioned to be masculine. 

The following table shows attitudes perceived as masculine.   Although they are not strong 
pro-green attitudes, they could generate support for eco-climate solutions among the 
many American men and women who do not relate to greener, more feminine options.
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POTENTIAL MASCULINE INTEREST THEMES- Net Agree 
Net 

Agree
Strong 
Agree

Every time I fill up the gas tank some of the money goes to people who want to harm 
the US 66% 36%

I believe that humans could just as easilly become extinct as animals 61% 32%

Influence of what farmers have to say 66% 24%

Given the choice, I would rather be considered a conservationist instead of an environ-
mentalist 56% 19%

New technology can solve climate change without people having to make big changes in 
their lives 43% 13%

It makes me sad that some people care more about video games and music than wildlife 21% 7%

3.   NoT rEADy To ABANDoN THE AMErICAN DrEAM
America was founded and prospered as a nation of boundless opportunity.  A core de-
sire to improve individual material well-being motivates most Americans.  Middle-class 
Americans often are defined by their desire for better homes, better cars, better educa-
tion, and better lives for themselves and their children.  

Most of these stereotypical aspirations are centered in one group of Americans repre-
senting about 15% of adults.   This achievement-oriented group is notable as the psycho-
logical center of Americans.   They want to play by the rules, and they want to get ahead.  
What is surprising in the ACEVS data, is that the achievement-oriented are the only 
group in the U.S. who reject the idea of sacrifice.   To this group, sacrifice is self-denial. 
And they believe they have earned the right not to be denied.

Of course, this group will sacrifice for themselves, their families, and if the societal norms 
demand it.   They do not want to be considered abnormal.  They believe if they learn the 
rules, play the game correctly and work hard, they will achieve their desires.  They do not 
want to hear or accept that the game may be changing.  These Americans are particu-
larly unwilling to make sacrifices to support or protect the environment because doing 
so offers no obvious benefit to them and may actually deny them what they feel is right-
fully theirs.   Manifestations of denial anxiety show up in a variety of survey responses, as 
shown in the following table.

Achievement-oriented Americans play a central role in American society.   They are the 
gatekeepers for ideas and values to become commonplace.  For environmental values 
to become accepted by all Americans, this group needs to understand and accept them. 
The challenge is that this group will not pay attention to esoteric arguments.   They need 
to see the benefits to themselves and their families.

NOT READY TO ABANDON THE AMERICAN DREAM - Net Agree Total

Achievement 
Oriented

Americans

 I would hate to eat like most vegetarians do 64% 69%

Trying to be environmentally friendly is a difficult chore 62% 69%

In the past year, I have made a special effort to buy fewer products 60% 53%

I would be willing to accept a lower standard of living to conserve energy 57% 44%

Protecting the environment should be given top priority even at the risk of curbing 
economic growth 51% 45%

I support pollution standards even if it means shutting down factories 49% 45%

4.  “GREEN” SUPPORT FOR NUCLEAR POWER
Typical demographic polling shows mild differences in attitudes about nuclear energy.  
VALS shows a strong divide between the nation’s thought leaders and younger age 
groups.  Business leaders – information intensive, forward-looking people – see nuclear 
power as a reliable long-term alternative to coal or oil and also a potential financial 
investment opportunity.   In fact, the nuclear issue unites many Americans who hold op-
posing attitudes on other environmental issues and have very different political profiles. 
In contrast, younger Americans do not see nuclear energy an important issue.  They view 
it as an old-school, low prestige issue that is outdated.

Opposition to nuclear power can alienate more affluent and educated Americans.  While 
these Americans may respond well to the negative economics of nuclear power, they 
are not moved by the radiation and waste disposal risks.  Meanwhile, many mainstream 
and younger Americans seem to believe that nuclear power just does not make sense 
from any perspective.
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VAlS Segmentation on Support for Nuclear Power

For more information on VALS go to http://www.strategicbusinessinsights.com/vals/
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5.  WEATHEr AND ClIMATE CoNNECTIoNS ArE EMErgINg, uNEVENly
Only a small group of Americans are making the connection between climate change 
and volatile weather conditions.   These are mainly people least likely to be directly 
impacted by the changes.   Higher resourced, more educated and affluent segments of 
America, often draw connections between disruptive events on a global scale and read-
ily link adverse weather conditions, such as heat waves and droughts, to climate change.

For the rest of America – small businessmen, college students, farmers, and factory 
workers, etc. – the connection between weather and climate resonates much less 
strongly.   About 25% of Americans notice the dramatic weather changes but they do 
not find them disturbing.   These findings present a challenge for talking about climate 
and weather because there is no universal frame of reference for all Americans.

More sophisticated Americans can be reached through the presentation of the evidence 
in a straightforward manner.   Photographs, reports, and charts all fit their information-
intensive lifestyles and needs.   They will make their own connections and will not ap-
preciate any “I told you so” admonishments. 

For those who are not making the association between climate change and weather, or 
who are but are not disturbed it, weather can be a gateway into the climate change is-
sue and solutions.   Americans who simply notice weather changes are often not ready 
to accept a direct link between weather and climate and need to be made aware of 
the connection very gradually.   Emphasizing the personal and local economy impacts – 
examples and people’s stories – that link to changes from past to present circumstances 
and that connect with other impacts of climate change will build the associations.
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VAlS Segmentation on Concern About Climate And Weather Connection

For more information on VALS go to http://www.strategicbusinessinsights.com/vals/

WEATHER - Net and Strong Agree
Total 

Agree
Strong 
Agree

I’ve noticed changes in the seasonal weather patterns where I live 80% 49%

The weather is getting more unpredictable 77% 46%

Weather conditions (such as heat waves and droughts) are made worse by climate change 69% 34%

Influence of changes in weather where you live 60% 25%

Changes in seasonal weather patterns disturb me 58% 21%

How essential to do something about unpredictable changes in weather 47% n/a

6.   A CAll For CoMMoN SENSE
Americans have developed solidified, distinct perceptions of environmental and climate 
issues.  They are either “green” or not.   When distinct perceptions exist, people either 
quickly dismiss a point of view (“it’s not me”) or quickly identify (“it is me”) and rarely 
pause to consider whether they have all the information.    For example, many status- 
and achievement-oriented Americans consider being close to nature a waste of time, 
perceiving it as traditional and feminine.  Middle Americans, who fear making more 
sacrifices, dismiss “green” choices as those of “tree-hugger,”  “Democrats” or “students” 
– meaning people not like them. 

When people don’t identify with environmental and climate issues as part of their self-
identified “tribe”, they may not listen to anything related, which makes moving them be-
yond their current positions difficult if not impossible.    It will be more fruitful to develop 
something altogether new, than to attempt to change people’s pre-existing preferences 
or needs.   Delivering messages louder, better, or via a different medium will not work.  
The message has to change. 

Strategies are needed to appeal to people’s basic common sense, or at a minimum, to 
begin to avoid violating it.   Too often, support erodes because people feel that the en-
vironmental position at hand is too distant from their own concerns.   Common sense 
can transcend “tribal” affiliations among Americans.  However, a more common sense 
approach to eco-climate solutions will require a profound change in what the move-
ment communicates and also how we behave.  

To engage America’s “middle,” avoid labels like right, wrong, truth, or beauty.  Common 
sense amounts to doing the right thing without necessarily labeling it as such.  Com-
mon sense emphasizes benefits while reducing barriers and frustration.  It’s about being 
practical, real and consistent.   It is also egalitarian and requires “walking the walk.”   For 
instance, advocating wind power while protesting wind turbines in your own neighbor-
hood is not common sense.   It confuses people and builds their resentment.
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7.  groWINg FATAlISM AND ECoNoMIC WoE IMPACT grEEN MoTIVATIoN
Some Americans are fatalistic about environmental issues.  They believe that bad things 
that happen to the environment are necessary evils and are just bad luck.  

FATALISM AND ECONOMIC WOES - Net Agree 2006 2008
 

2011

Young 
Americans 

2011

For me, given the choice between jobs and the environment, jobs win 67% 73%

Trying to be environmentally friendly is a difficult chore 50% 62% 55%

I support pollution standards even if it means shutting down factories 58% 52% 49% 49%

I doubt that buying ‘green’ products actually helps the environment 42% 43%

There is no way to use less oil and keep our standard of living 25% 33% 39%

Most environmental disasters are just bad luck 31% 40%

Climate change is not a problem 27% 33%

Oil spills are a necessary evil to keep our economy going 21% 30%

I’m afraid that government actions to stop climate change will result in 
the loss of my job 21% 34%

The ACEVS survey identifies a group of young and enthusiastic Americans who were 
pro-green in the 2008 study, but in 2011 are focused on immediate, personal concerns, 
and have higher fatalism sentiment.   For the majority (73%), given the choice between 
jobs and the environment, jobs overwhelmingly win.  Their concerns about climate change 
and their support of green initiatives are on the back burner as they struggle to find jobs, 
pay back student-loans, and try to afford a place of their own.  The question is not if this 
group will return to the environmental fold; the question is, when will they return?

The good news is this group can shift sentiment quickly, and the proportion of them will 
return once their financial situation improves.  However, they will need to be stimulated 
by visibly impressive actions that produce big results – especially if these same actions 
result in job growth. 

8.  rESENTMENT AND ExCuSES ABouT ENVIroNMENTAlISM ArE groWINg
ACEVS findings indicate a critical and growing mass of resentment and “excuses” among 
many Americans where environmental issues are concerned.  These themes underly 
sentiments against the EPA and environmental regulation.  Groups of Americans who 
are resentful are concerned that environmental regulations will exact personal costs 
and infringe on individual property rights.   They correlate highly with beliefs that climate 
change is an opinion, that it is not a problem nor caused by humans, and that it will not 
affect “me in my lifetime.”   Resentment is pronounced in men, younger people, the sta-
tus- and achievement-oriented, “strong” Republicans, and most notably, macho, hands-on 
Americans working in blue-collar jobs. 

RESENTMENT - Net Agree Total

Environmental protection is costing me personally 40%

Environmental regulations infringe too much on individual property rights 39%

The Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) has too much power in America today 36%

I support the ideas of the Tea Party 35%

Efforts to fix environmental problems are attacking my family’s way of life 25%

9.  CoNFlICTINg loyAlTIES, DISSoNANCE, AND CoNFuSIoN
Dissonance is evident in many of the 2011 ACEVS findings.   Younger, expressive Ameri-
cans are grappling with conflicts between their ideals (saving the earth) and their oppor-
tunities (economic advancement).   Nuclear power is a divisive issue among Americans 
professing strong environmental values.   Respondents gave high levels of “no idea” re-
sponses to questions about the benefits of environmental regulation (18%), whether the 
environment is getting better or worse (12%), the need to do something about carbon 
dioxide (23%), and whether there are economic benefits from solving climate change 
(16%), indicating pervasive confusion and/or doubt about these issues.   

The ACEVS asked 17 questions about influencers or trusted sources for information on 
climate change.  Americans put the highest levels of trust for climate information in per-
sonal experience  (71%), scientists (68%), and farmers (66%).   They put the least trust in 
big business (22%), coal companies (21%), and politicians (20%).   Breaking down these 
findings by political affiliation and education highlights the divisiveness underlying them.

INFLUENCERS ON CLIMATE CHANGE:  
Largest Political Variances - Net Agree

Strong 
Rep

Not 
Strong 

Rep
Leans 

Rep
Leans 
Dem

Not 
Strong 

Dem
Strong 

Dem

CNN or NBC 17% 29% 19% 31% 35% 41%

Environmental organizations 32% 47% 39% 55% 64% 74%

Children 31% 34% 39% 49% 47% 48%

Scientists 52% 67% 65% 72% 80% 78%

Founding fathers 62% 35% 43% 39% 36% 38%

Fox News 48% 25% 22% 20% 22% 27%

Religious leaders 51% 31% 31% 27% 28% 28%

“Strong” Republicans trust the founding fathers on climate more than any other source, 
while “strong” Democrats trust scientists and environmental organizations.  For what-
ever reason, Democrats trust children more than Republicans do.   Neither group placed 
much trust in the major TV “news” channels.   Advocates of eco-climate solutions need 
to take into account that Americans are not in a trusting mood.
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Communications, messaging, and framing – saying the right words the right way – are 
absolutely essential to optimizing support for eco-climate solutions; however are insuf-
ficient to meaningfully move people toward enduring values and action.  Opposing in-
terests are equally skilled at these tactics, and debating them leads to stalemate at best.  
It’s a battle that can be lost, but not well won.

Polling is an essential tool – a scorecard that tells you how well you’re doing vis-à-vis 
other influencers at moving Americans toward certain attitudes and perspectives.  Polls 
may tell us “who and what,” but on questions of “why and how” we often reach back 
into intuition and guessing.

The American Climate and Environmental Values Survey employs sophisticated consum-
er marketing techniques to draw a more comprehensive, causal relationship between 
various factors.  For example, we learn not only what different groups of Americans think 
about the causes of climate change, but also about their behaviors, trusted sources of 
information, and broader values.  This enables insight into motivations.  Therefore, in addi-
tion to providing demographic polling data on the level to which certain Americans care 
about various eco-climate issues, the ACEVS provides ecoAmerica with psychographic 
information useful for targeting and framing programs to motivate Americans and inspire 
action.

Organizations can use the ACEVS to refine or amplify eco-climate initiatives.   The polling 
data provide reference information.  Do Republicans trust farmers for information?  Do 
younger Americans think green energy is a good source of jobs or economic growth?  
Do environment and health arguments resonate better with seniors or women?  Re-
viewing your current or prospective programs and communications in light of ACEVS 
information can be a useful reality check.

The other major value of the ACEVS is the ability to use the values and motivations from 
the psychographic dimensions of the survey to find groups of Americans that might be 
more receptive to your organization’s goals and work, as well as to determine associated 
values that can enable better messaging connections and behavior change.  The ACEVS 
and our prior psychographic research are the foundation for all ecoAmerica initiatives.

The data presented in this summary report can be helpful in itself.  However, it is most 
useful in the context of particular programs or concepts.  We can then draw an analysis 
from the ACEVS database that is more focused and relevant to particular organiza-
tions, goals and programs.  If you are interested in such an analysis or a workshop to 
review your programs in the context of the ACEVS, please contact Meighen Speiser at 
ecoAmerica:  meighen@ecoAmerica.org.

APPlyINg THE FINDINgS

The following are some potential campaigns based on the ACEVS and prior ecoAmerica 
psychographic research.   The same “start with people” + “strategic partners” + “en-
gagement marketing” techniques that make ecoAmerica programs so successful can be 
applied to virtually any climate or environment program.  ecoAmerica will be exploring 
and sharing these to determine our 2012 initiatives and partnerships.  This list is by no 
means exhaustive.  It may provoke additional ideas and discussion in other organizations 
that are helpful in building public support.

Potential ACEVS Program:  People and Health
Existing environmental health initiatives simply focus on healthy environments.   The 
health/environment connection is potentially much more powerful.  Virtually all Ameri-
cans have multiple touch points within the sector, and care about their health and that of 
their families and communities.  These connections can be powerful motivators that help 
Americans understand eco-climate issues and support solutions.  Partnerships with the 
health care sector that engage people on their health can also benefit the planet’s health.

Potential ACEVS Program:  Cultural Leaders’ Engagement
Various Americans trust different social leaders.  Building and supporting a coalition of 
highly respected, non-environmentalist leaders in a sustained initiative to engage America 
in climate solutions can be a highly effective way to draw attention to problems and solu-
tions, and build coalitions for support.  This could include leaders in business (e.g. Gates, 
Bloomberg), entertainment (e.g. Oprah, Bridges), faith (e.g. Graham, Warren), politics, 
military, minority, and other sectors, and build momentum over time.

Potential ACEVS Program:  Baby Boomer outreach
Baby Boomers have large untapped potential to participate in climate change solutions.  
With their longer-term experience, commitment to future generations, and greater re-
sources of time and money, they can be activated as both supporters and agents of eco-
climate solutions.  They might be reached through partnerships with AARP, respected 
authors, or other channels, and, in turn, are able to reach out to and influence their 
families and communities.  

Potential ACEVS Program:  The Values War room
The biggest challenge to climate solutions are deniers who continually undermine un-
derstanding and support.   The debate here is not really about climate as much as it is 
about wealth, power and conflicting values.  Presenting better or more science more 
loudly will never win.  The only way to dampen the impact of deniers is to undermine 
them on values broader than eco-climate issues.  The advent of a values war room, with 
the prowess and audacity to carry out this needed effort, could remove the denier bar-
rier and pave a clearer road toward support for climate solutions.

ProgrAM CoNCEPTS
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